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Deconfounder Review
Goal: estimate effect of causes, A, on outcome, Y

Multiple causes, A1 ... Am
Univariate outcome, Y

Problem: unobserved multi-cause confounders, Z
Potentially multiple confounders, Z1 ... Zk

A proposed solution: the "deconfounder"
Step 1: Dim. reduction of A to obtain Ẑ
Step 2: Regress Y on A and Ẑ

The traditional alternative:
Ignore confounding by Z and simply regress Y on A
Widely seen as "naïve" and flawed (Wang & Blei '19)
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Analyze the many proposed deconfounder variants: 
  (1) "Full" (2) "Subset" (3) "White noise" (4) Posterior mean (5) "Penalized" 

Some aren't estimable.  
Others need extra assumptions.  
None are consistent where naïve regression is not.

Replicate & extend deconfounder evidence base:  
  (1) Medical Deconfounder Sim 1 (2) Medical Deconfounder Sim 2 (3) Smoking Sim  
  (4) Smoking Sim (best ELBO extension) (5) GWAS Sim (6) Logistic Sim  
  (7) Quadratic Sim (8) Posterior Predictive Check Sim (9) Subset Deconfounder Sim  
  (10) Breast Cancer Application (11) Actor Application 

We find no evidence that the deconfounder consistently
outperforms naïve regression.
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Deconfounder Review
This general strategy is widely used in genetics, medicine,
social networks, legislative politics, ...

Assumptions: (Wang & Blei '19, Ogburn Shpitser & Tchetgen Tchetgen '19)

1. No confounders affecting only one treatment
2. Weak unconfoundedness of A given Z
3. "Pinpointing" of Z by Ẑ
4. As follow factor model, are cond. independent given Z

But there is a problem:
Ẑ is merely a function of treatments, f(A) = Ê[ Z | A ]
Deconfounder learns E[ Y | A, Ẑ ] = E[ Y | A, f(A) ] = E[ Y | A ]
which is merely the naïve conditional expectation function
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Impossibility of nonparametric identification; 
deconfounder requires infinite number of treatments

D'Amour;  Ogburn, Shpitser & Tchetgen Tchetgen

Unstated assumptions and definitional issues
Ogburn, Shpitser & Tchetgen Tchetgen;  Imai & Jiang

Key distinction between Ẑ = f(A) and true Z
Imai & Jiang

Related conditions for pinpointing in linear setting
Guo, Ćevid & Bühlmann

But prior research focuses entirely on theory;  
little work on practical estimation issues, applications
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The Takeaway
Under strong assumptions, in theory:

Observed A can contain all info. about unobserved Z
Deconfounder can be consistent without using unobserved Z
Conceptually, perhaps an interesting phenomenon

In practice, this is useless for applied research:
Requires infinite-dimensional treatment
Prerequisites are never satisfied in real data
If they were satisfied, naïve approaches would also work
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The Linear-Linear Setting
Simplified DGP useful for gaining intuition 

1. k unobserved confounders, Zi ~ N(0, I)
2. m ≥ k observed treatments, Ai ~ N(Zi'θ, σ2I)
3. scalar outcome Yi ~ N(Ai'β + Zi'γ, ω2) 

Finite coefficients, nonzero variances

Examine proposed estimators in this toy setting,  
then generalize results to nonlinear settings
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General Analytic Approach
No estimator that we consider is generally consistent for
DGPs with finite m (number of treatments)

So we examine asymptotics for sequences of DGPs:
Hold k fixed (same number of confounders)
Increase m (growing number of treatments)
Grow new treatment: θ* = [ θ1:m, θm+1 ], β* = [ β1:m, βm+1 ]

Question: is estimator asymptotically consistent?
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General Analytic Approach
Asymptotic consistency requires 
strong infinite confounding

Definition 1. (Strong infinite confounding in LL case.)
All diagonal elements of θθ' → infinity as m grows large
These are the sum of the squared loadings for confounder j

This is a special case of general nonlinear SIC:  
mutual information of A and Zj → entropy of Zj for all j
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A Naïve Regression
Definition: an estimator that models outcome 
using A alone, ignoring the existence of unobserved Z

One example: OLS that ignores confounding: 

The asymptotic bias of this naïve estimator is  

As treatments grow large, under SIC, 
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Obtain Ẑ by SVD: decompose A = UDV' 
then extract the first k components: Ẑ = n½U1:k

Full deconfounder estimator (Wang & Blei '19)  

The full deconfounder is not estimable:  
Ẑ is just linear transform of A, contains no new info.

Other variant estimators are ad hoc fixes for this issue
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Subset Deconfounder
Obtain Ẑ as before, then divide A into

AF focal treatments with θF, βF (fixed)
AN nonfocal treatments with θN, βN (growing)

Subset deconfounder estimator (Price et al. '06)  

Omitted variable bias from excluding AN:
If we knew Z this wouldn't be a problem: AN ⊥ AF | Z
But in reality we only have Ẑ, not Z, and AN ⊥̸ AF | Ẑ

As we add more columns to AN, a race ensues:
Omitted variable bias from each nonfocal treatment declines
But there are more and more omitted nonfocal treatments
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The asymptotic bias of the subset deconfounder is  

As the number of treatments grows large, 

If one of the these (strong!) assumptions holds:
1. θF = 0, i.e. focal treatments are unconfounded
2. SIC and limm→∞ θN βN = 0, i.e. accidental OVB cancellation
3. SIC and limm→∞ (θθ')-1 θN βN = 0, i.e. later treatments have

ever-weakening effects (treatments converge to proxies)

These are about the very phenomena under study
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Other Deconfounders
Some deconfounder variants that contain a naïve
regression can achieve asymptotic consistency

White-noised deconfounder: add noise to Ẑ to break collinearity
→ attenuation bias on Z → partial OVB
Posterior-mean deconfounder: take posterior samples Z ~ f(Z|A),
regress Y on A and Z*, and average over samples

Not fully Bayesian: uses f(Z | A) instead of f(Z | A, Y)
Ridge deconfounder: estimate entirely off ridge penalty

All of these are ad-hoc solutions to collinearity

When they work, it's due to nesting naïve regression



Generalizing to
Nonlinear Settings
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Nonlinear Intuition
Consider the case E[Yi | Ai, Zi] = Ai'β + gY(Zi)

Orthogonal polynomial expansion of E[Yi | Ai, Zi]: 
  Ai'β + gY(Zi)  →  Ai'β + Zi'γ + Wi'δ

To gain intuition, we propose & evaluate an estimator:
SVD of A to obtain Ẑ, then compute higher-order Ŵ
Run a ridge regression of Y on A, Ẑ, and Ŵ

Findings:
Wi'δ (nonlinearity in gY) doesn't contaminate β
But Zi'γ (linear trend in gY) does contaminate estimates
Informal takeaway: deconfounder can't distinguish between
linear causal effects & linear part of nonlinear confounding
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Convergence to Naïve
Suppose deconfounding works in some setting

Does it work because the deconfounder is effective?
Or is it because of something about the setting?

Theorem 1. (Deconfounder-Naïve Convergence.)  
In all DGPs where  
  (i) A ~ continuous-density factor model  
  (ii) Z can be pinpointed  
  (iii) E[Yi | Ai, Zi] = ∑j fj(Ai,j) + gY(Zi) 
Any consistent deconfounder converges to a naïve
estimator for any finite subset of treatment effects.
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Convergence to Naïve
Partition A into focal & nonfocal treatments, AF & AN

Preliminaries:
Pinpointing → (i) gA-1(Ai) = Zi and (ii) m = mF + mN is infinite
If mF is finite, then we can also pinpoint with gAN

-1(AN,i) = Zi

E[ Yi | Ai, Zi ]  
  = fF(AF,i) + fN(AN,i) + gY(Zi)  
  = fF(AF,i) + fN(AN,i) + gY(gAN

-1(AN,i)) 
  = fF(AF,i) + h(AN,i)
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Quadratic Simulation
Deconfounder estimator

SVD of [A1, A2] to obtain Ẑ
Regress Y on [Ai,1

2], [Ai,2
2], and [Ẑi2]

Naïve estimator #1 (linear approximation)
Regress Y on [Ai,1

2] and [Ai,2
2] only
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Quadratic Simulation

Naïve estimator #2 (exploiting parametric form)
Regress Y on [Ai,1

2], [Ai,2
2], and [Ai,1·Ai,2]

Since analyst knew correct specification for deconfounder
Then analyst must know Z contains info. about interaction
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Causal Effects of Actors
Suppose movie revenue (Y) is a function of

Binary treatments (A), whether actor j was cast in movie i
Confounders (Z) like genre, budget, director, etc.

Which actors causally increase revenue most?
Proposed causal manipulation is somewhat unclear
Add new actor to cast while keeping all others?
Substitute one actor for another, keeping script fixed?
What about actors that defined or improvised their role?

Wang & Blei '19 run the following analysis:
Assume functional form ln(Y) = Aβ + Zγ + ε
Estimate 50-dimensional Ẑ by PMF of A, then run OLS

Coefficients → multiplicative causal effect on revenue
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Stan Lee (×9.29) Jess Harnell (×13.49) Sacha Baron Cohen (×6.93)

John Ratzenberger (×8.29) Ava Acres (×10.49) Brian Doyle Murray (×4.08)

Sacha Baron Cohen (×8.12) Chris Miller (×9.19) Conrad Vernon (×4.04)

Josh Hutcherson (×5.02) Orlando Bloom (×9.02) Julie Andrews (×3.84)

Corey Burton (×4.91) Stan Lee (×8.77) Tomas Arana (×3.83)

Leonardo DiCaprio (×4.87) Conrad Vernon (×8.61) Crispin Glover (×3.73)

Tom Hanks (×4.71) Hugo Weaving (×7.72) John Ratzenberger (×3.55)

Ava Acres (×4.55) Warwick Davis (×7.39) Tobin Bell (×3.46)

Julie Andrews (×4.38) John Ratzenberger (×7.35) Leonardo DiCaprio (×3.41)

Will Smith (×4.37) Mickie McGowan (×7.09) Keira Knightley (×3.29)
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Causal Effects of Actors
Full deconfounder estimated top actors:

Stan Lee's cameos causally increase revenue by 8x 
(contributed $15.5 billion in total MCU + Mallrats revenue)

John Ratzenberger's voice acting increases revenue by 7x  
(appears in every Pixar movie, from Toy Story to Onward)

Subset deconfounder estimated top actors:
Jess Harnell's voice acting increases revenue by 12x  
(Transformers, animated films like Animaniacs, Tom & Jerry)

Child actor Ava Acres increases revenue by 9x  
(The Angry Birds Movie, Steve Jobs' daughter in his biopic)

Confounded by genre, studio, film franchise
Not learned by factor model despite m≈900, n≈3,000
Suggests SIC is difficult to satisfy, even approximately
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Conclusions
No proposed deconfounder estimator achieves consistency
where naïve regression does not

Both methods are inconsistent with finite treatments

No evidence of improved finite-sample performance
We replicated every simulation and empirical study
Made numerous improvements to estimation & evaluation
Extended simulations across wide range of parameter space

Analysts cannot predict which is better for a task
But deconfounder has extra complexity & nontransparency

Ultimately, neither are a suitable replacement for 
good research design in multiple causal inference
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